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Complete each sentence using the correct sequence transition word or

phrase. 

Transition Words 

1)                                        Vernon !nished dinner, he started watching TV.

      (Soon, So, As soon as) 

5)

6)

2) Annette spent weeks perfecting her grammar.                                     , she has

written an error-free essay. (Finally, Earlier, Secondly)

3) Maria and Vera reached at 8 a.m. Olga arrived two hours                                   .   

(!rst, eventually, later)

4) We will !rst visit the museum.                                    , we will go to the zoo.

(Since then, No sooner than, After that)

7) Dad was busy buying presents.                                    , Mom started decorating

the house. (To start with, Meanwhile, Until)

8) The number of people visiting the store is increasing every day. We will hire

more saleswomen                                   . (ever since, before long, until) 

                                        Simon was wary of the new city, but that is not the case

      anymore. (Initially, However, Although) 

                                        he started teaching, Mathew was working at a bank. 

      (Suddenly, Before, During)
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Name :

Complete each sentence using the correct sequence transition word or

phrase. 

Answer Key

Transition Words 

1)                                        Vernon !nished dinner, he started watching TV.

      (Soon, So, As soon as) 

As soon as

5) Initially

6) Before

Finally2) Annette spent weeks perfecting her grammar.                                     , she has

written an error-free essay. (Finally, Earlier, Secondly)

3) Maria and Vera reached at 8 a.m. Olga arrived two hours                                   .   

(!rst, eventually, later)

later

4) We will !rst visit the museum.                                    , we will go to the zoo.

(Since then, No sooner than, After that)

After that

7) Dad was busy buying presents.                                    , Mom started decorating

the house. (To start with, Meanwhile, Until)

Meanwhile

8) The number of people visiting the store is increasing every day. We will hire

more saleswomen                                   . (ever since, before long, until) before long

                                        Simon was wary of the new city, but that is not the case

      anymore. (Initially, However, Although) 

                                        he started teaching, Mathew was working at a bank. 

      (Suddenly, Before, During)
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